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Now that we are well into the riding season we have plenty to write and read about in this 
Club News, a good selection of items covering Veteran, Vintage, and Post Vintage and 

Trials interests. I am grateful to contributors who responded to requests for more articles.

 Once again we are appealing for help with events, this time for Welsh Week, the Rose of 
the Shires Run and the September Challenge. Please help if you can. 

 Our chairman, Baz Staple, will shortly be going into hospital for a heart operation. I am sure 
that you will want to join me in wishing him all the best and a speedy return to riding motor-
cycles. 

With Best Wishes

John

EDITORIAL

Copy date 10th of the month preceding publication

Re: Welsh Week 2010 a Letter from our President
Dear John
 Could I beg of you a small space in the next Magazine, to send my thanks to the “Welsh 
Weekers”, yourself included, who kindly sent me their warm thoughts and Best Wishes 
recently?
 I can truly say that I was thinking of you all – having spent many memorable times over the 
years with Tiny, I practically know where you are each day, although there are sometimes a 
few variations!
 I do know that 2010 was another very successful event, as a fledgling Welsh Weeker John, 
I am sure you will agree.
 Thanking John Appleton and Colin Bentham for their excellent organisation, I wish you all 
many happy Welsh Weeks in the future. 

Sincerely, Marjorie

Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo 
that you would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :
The Editor

(details inside front cover)Le
tte
rs
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Des Clen-Murphy 21/07/1924 – 03/07/2010 Ron Baker
Des was born in Sydenham, South London and was educated at Sevenoaks.
 As with so many others, Des had his call up for active duty for the Second World War, he 
was a bit late due to a motorcycle accident, where he sustained face and leg injuries also 
the loss of a middle finger. When he finally arrived for duty he was assigned to the Seaforth 
Highlanders and posted off to India. 
 He returned to Brighton to carry on his training to be a silversmith. At weekends he helped 
out a silversmith at Ditchling Common and was paid in old Derby tweed trousers.
 In the late 40’s and early 50’s, Des rode in scrambling races and became South East 
Champion. He also spent many hours at sprint and hill climb events.
 In the mid 50’s Des set up his own workshop in Brighton doing silversmithing and bike and 
car repairs next door.
On his work as a silversmith, Des made some extremely delicate and truly amazing pieces for 
Ely Cathedral, RAF Cranwell, Royal Ocean Racing Club and Sir Francis Chichester to name 
but a few.
 Des also restored sea going vessels as well, from working punts to catamarans.
 As the years stacked up Des didn’t ride so much, but he still restored old bikes, his last being 
a 1929 Indian. I think his last ride was to try and outrun Burt Monroe!
 Des is survived by his long suffering wife Jackie, and sons Steve, Tadhg and Jason. All my 
sincere condolences, it was a pleasure and honour to have known you.

Just for the record – Warwickshire Weekend Baz Staple
In Peter Donaldson’s ‘Off the Saddle’ report in the June News he infers that the bumper entry 
for this event was due to extra post vintage entries. In fact there was only one post vintage 
machine pre-entered and the only other was a last minute substitute for a vintage bike not 
behaving itself. Yes there was a bumper entry, thanks to a number of welcome first timers, and 
we hope to have similar support in next year’s Shropshire Mid Week Ride which Ian Monk is 
organising, along with Bill Orchard.

3rd Constable Run – 5th September 2010 Baz Staple
I am pleased to inform you that Ian Monk has agreed to run the 3rd Constable Run, Ian’s 
telephone number is 01480 469612. We are grateful to Ian for stepping in to help us out.
[Editor: See notes from Ian, elsewhere in this News, regarding the two items above]

Club Memorabilia Chris Mawer
Copies of the following programmes from Club Events are available from the Trials Secretary 
(Chris Mawer details inside front cover) for those Members who may be collectors!
Dick Little British Bike Trial 2007-2008-2009   Southern Experts 2005-2006-2008-2009
Greybeards Trial 2006-2007-2008-2009.

Club Membership Baz Staple
By various measures the club is endeavouring to increase its membership by shows, distrib-
uting literature and advertising in magazines.  Every member can do their bit by encourag-
ing others to join and enjoy the events and comradeship that we provide.  Now that we are 
into July new membership cost is halved to £7.50 + £2 joining fee, renewable at full rate in 
December.  Your mates can also be a little Sunbeam! – Over to you. 

What ACU Insurance cover means to you Management Committee
There seems to be some uncertainty in some members' minds as to what insurance is neces-
sary by law and what extra cover is provided by an ACU permit. We hope the following notes 
will clear up any misunderstanding.
 The Road Traffic Act requires drivers of motorised vehicles to have a current insurance 
policy covering any accident to a third party. This means that you are personally covered for 
an accident covering damage to any other person or their property. If your policy is compre-
hensive it covers also your own vehicle but not your person.
 The club takes out an ACU permit on a Road Safety Rally title for all road events which 
gives personal accident cover for officials, riders and any passengers, and the cost is included 
in your entry fee, with passengers paying extra. It also covers landowners' indemnity to any 
premises used during the event.    An important point is that personal accident cover includes 
insurance for organising personnel from the moment they leave home until their return, as well 
as covering them in any preparation on days preceding the event.
 The club committee has believed for many years that members shall be covered in the event 
of any accident concerning personal injury in our events.
 As a post script, it is important to stress that all Sunbeam road events, including the Pioneer, 
are under a Road Safety Rally entitlement and entrants are expected and requested to ride in 
accordance with this title and your machine's capabilities, so as not to bring this entitlement up 
for scrutiny with the country's law makers and enforcers. We do not wish to lose our permis-
sion to use our old vehicles on public roads.

CM Ray Chris Mawer
We are sad to report the death of Bob Ray at the age of 92.  He was a very accomplished 
Trials 'works' rider for Ariel, based in the West Country, he represented Sunbeam and won 
many Premier and Team Awards during the 40's and 50's. He also rode under the Club banner 
in the ISDT on a number of occasions winning Gold Medals as part of the British Trophy Team.

Event Organisers Wanted Ian McGill
We are yet again requesting volunteers to organise veteran & vintage events.
 Barry Care has decided that it is about time somebody else took on the Rose of the Shires 
Run and the September Challenge Event. He will of course give all help and guidance to any 
prospective secretary of the meeting, and one volunteer for each would be sufficient, you don’t 
need to do both events.
 So……Please give this some thought, if you can possibly help, contact Baz Staple or myself 
or go directly to Barry Care for details.
[Editor: Please also see the appeal for help with Welsh Week towards the end of this News

The Sunbeam Club’s Pioneer Run® 1930-present Baz Staple
It has become the cause of amusement to some that I have been having an ongoing effort 
with the Vintage Motor Cycle Club to give due credit to our club and not just report in their 
own journal as if the Pioneer Run® was their own. The late Titch Allen, credited as the VMCC 
founder, was a great journalist who never failed when writing of the Pioneer to say “The 
Sunbeam M.C.C.’s Pioneer Run”.  The name incidentally is now a registered trade mark to 
our club.
 Could I ask our club members when writing articles for other magazines to ensure the 
Sunbeam Club is credited when referring to the Pioneer, which often just gets called the 
London to Brighton Run, or just the Pioneer Run?  Over and Out.
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yourservice!We,re at

The enthusiasts’ favourite for over twenty five years, Footman James is one of the

leading specialist insurance brokers.

With a UK client base of 140,000 owners of classic and vintage vehicles, Footman

James consistently uses its enormous influence to arrange our best deal for you.

So whatever your pride and joy, you can be confident that with 

Footman James behind you, you’ve adopted our best policy. 

Talk to us soon.

Quoteline: 0844 826 4547 www.footmanjames.co.uk

COMPETITIVE RATES on modern car, motorcycle, home and contents insurance

Footman James is a trading name of Aon Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority 
in respect of insurance mediation activities only.  Telephone calls may be monitored or recorded for your protection.                                                         FP 5352.01.09                                                                                                             

Whatever your pride and joy,
rest assured, we’ll get you covered.

Policies include as standard:

✔ Discounts for Club Members

✔ Motor Legal Expenses

✔ 24 hour Breakdown Recovery (UK and European)

✔ Personal Accident to include Road Rage 

& Bikejacking

✔ Agreed Value, Limited Mileage and 

Multi-Vehicle options are also available.

0844 826 4547www.footmanjames.co.uk

Club Nights at London Colney
The Scott Owners Club has invited Sunbeam Club members to their social meetings. The 
meetings are held on the second Tuesday of each month and start at 8pm.  The venue is The 
Broadlakes Lodge Social Club Ltd, Shenley Lane, London Colney, AL2 1DG and is just south 
of St Albans on the B5378 (Shenley Lane) half a mile north of the junction with the B556. All 
Sunbeam Club members are welcome to join them. 

Club Night Reports
June Club Night Baz Staple
A pleasant summer evening and the first club night run of the year was led by Steve Whymark 
over an entirely new route from the Six Bells to the Roebuck at Wych Cross and took just over 
the hour. Dolly managed to get a ride behind Paul Newman and Hon. Editor John Hodson 
turned up in his immaculate MG TD. A good variety of machinery was used from Steve’s ex 
WD BSA to David Noakes' rorty model 80 Sunbeam complete with hairpins and open pipes.  
At about lighting up time a crowd exited from the pub to see off the riders from the Roebuck 
and then promptly returned to the inside warmth as the evening had remained clear but had 
turned chilly. Thanks Steve for a good ride and to Chris Pile for being tail end Charlie.
 In line with club policy of care to members, this run was under an ACU permit giving person-
al accident insurance cover to all member riders and the club pays the fees.

Future Dates
August 5th The ever popular Fish & Chip run to the Trawlers, Seaford.
 Make your own way to the Trawlers to arrive from 7.45pm.

September 2nd Dennis Bates and Eric Cadby will give a talk on the old Sunbeam 
 Sprints at Ramsgate with slides of some famous sprinters 8pm.

October 7th  Hugh McAllister demonstrates and talks about his new castings of 
 Rudge Ulster (improved) 4 valve cylinder heads 8pm.

November 4th  Talk by Eddie Carter on Brough Superiors,
 plus an example of a machine from Brian Walker 8pm.

December 2nd Illustrated Talk by John Hodson on Calthorpe Motorcycles,
 Cars and a Bicycle 8pm.

Club Nights at Chiddingly
These are held on the 1st Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly, 
Sussex, BN8 6HE Tel:01825 872227 OS grid ref, TQ 543142.

July Club Night Baz Staple
A nice warm evening and our 2nd invitation from Karl Foulkes-Halbard to use his track. 
However a disappointing turn out of only ten participants, half the entry of our previous session 
some two years ago, but there were a fair number of interested observers following the action. 
It is certainly an advantage to be young or fit and some keen rivalries were in evidence and 
some hard fought battles took place.
 All drivers had the opportunity of two 15 minute sessions with a suitable breather in 
between. Fifteen minutes might not seem long but most agreed they felt they had endured a 
full length grand prix.
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The 3rd Constable Run is On 5th Sept 2010 Ian Monk
If you wish to take part in this event please give me a call on 01480 469612 or e-mail
ian.monk27@virgin.net so I can sort out Entry Forms for you, thanks.

The National Cycle Collection John Hodson
The Wednesday of Welsh Week is a free day so I wondered what to do; eventually I came up 
with the idea of visiting the National Cycle Collection at Llandrindod Wells. I was not disap-
pointed, the museum contains a collection of over 250 bicycles on display dating from 1819 
to 2000. Many of the names that we recognise as motorcycle manufacturers are present 
as many motorcycle producers were firstly bicycle makers. Ariel, Rover, Triumph, Humber, 
BSA, Chater Lea, Rudge Whitworth, New Hudson, Lea Francis, Enfield, Coventry Eagle, 
Sunbeam and others are represented. Sunbeam bicycles include a 1909 Sunbeam Lady’s, a 
1903 Golden Sunbeam Lady’s, a 1913 Sunbeam and a 1939 Sunbeam Road Racer. As one 
might expect for a bicycle museum, motorised vehicles are few and far between. However a 
1923 490cc Quadrant is on display together with a 1926 Austin Seven and a Coventry Eagle 
Ladies bicycle fitted with a 24cc Cyclemaster engine. If you are in the Llandrindod Wells area 
I thoroughly recommend a visit to the National Cycle Collection.

The fastest laps of the two sessions were credited to: 
First – Thomas Newman  30.076 seconds, Second – Paul Newman 30.517 seconds
Third – Guy Haffenden  30.756 seconds.  A good fun evening and a grateful thanks to Karl 
and his staff for opening up specially and for giving the Sunbeam MCC a concessionary rate.

Go Karting Winners Go Karting on the Track

MAIL SPARES

Ron Farthing
The Old Barn, Curload, Stoke St. Gregory
Taunton, Somerset, TA3 6BJ
Telephone: 01823 491443

We sell British motorcycles
1900 to 1980

We need to buy these machines
- single items in large collections.

Any condition.

Also spares and associated items.
such as lights, signs, catalogues etc

Phone for a confi dential discussion.

48th Graham Walker Memorial Run
Sunday 8th August 2010

The National Motor Museum, Beaulieu, Hampshire, SO42 7ZN
Arrive from 9.30am.  Run starts at 1.30pm.  New Route for 2010

Lots of interesting things for the family to do while you are out riding.
Contact:  Ian McGill  01293-771446
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Sunbeam Club Stand John Buckingham
May 15th saw the Sunbeam stand 
at the Kempton Park Southern 
Classic Bike Show, on Friday Mike 
Holloway and Bernard Rodemark 
brought along Mike’s fantastic 
1000cc Wasp sidecar outfit and 
helped set up the stand. At the 
other end of the scale we had 
Richard Duffin’s well equipped 
1914 Triumph. All day club 
members stopped and said hello 
and had a chat. The next outings 
for the club stand are: 
August 7th / 8th West Kent 
International, October 24th 
Ardingly Real Classic Bike Show.

18th Annual New Conyboro Run Steve Marks
It was two years ago when I finally had a bike eligible to ride in the New Conyboro Run. It was 
the first organised run that I had entered with the Henderson and the 30 mile route was just 
right. By the time the 2009 event came round I had ridden the bike across to Dover, over the 
Channel and done a rally and extended stay in France and Belgium. So I confidently ticked 
the box on the New Conyboro entry form for the 50 mile route. I thoroughly enjoyed both of 
the runs especially as they were right on my doorstep and I could easily ride to the venue. 
Then Baz asked me to consider organising the New Conyboro Run for 2010. I accepted the 
challenge long before I realised that I probably wouldn’t be able to ride myself – in the event 
I couldn’t have ridden anyway but that’s another story. 
 My first thought was that people were travelling a long way to ride just 30 miles – should 
I consider increasing the distances to make the run worthwhile? In the end, I decided not to 
change things too much. A wise decision as it turned out because once the entry forms started 
coming back in, it was apparent that, given the choice of routes, around 80% of the entrants 
had chosen the shorter 30 mile option.  On the day, some of them were already back in the 
field less than an hour after setting off. So, if it was not the riding, what was it that attracted 
people to the New Conyboro Run? Well, of course it was partly the riding – many said how 
much they had enjoyed the routes. In my view, the Sussex countryside takes some beating, 
though I am biased of course – after all, I live here! No, my overwhelming memory of the event 
is the socialising that was going on. It seemed everyone got on well. It didn’t matter whether 
they already knew each other, though obviously many did. Everywhere I looked, people were 
laughing and joking, more than a little Mickey-taking no doubt – some may even have been 
talking about the bikes! Let’s face it, there were some pretty interesting machines lined up. Not 
the type of machine I’m used to seeing at the type of events I normally visit - I know, I must 
get out more. The whole event seemed to run very smoothly and I refuse to take the credit for 
that. I may have been wearing the ‘secretary of the meeting’ hat but it was the team of very 
willing and able helpers that surrounded me that made it all go so well. My grateful thanks to 
all of them. At the end of the day, I asked if anyone with any complaints or criticisms would 
please come and talk to me about them – nobody did so as they say: ‘If it ain’t broke, don’t fix 
it!’ Same again next year then?
Results
Best Veteran Solo – The Temperance Cup:
 Number 4 1913 AJS Baz Staple
Best Vintage Solo – The Geoff Hayes Memorial Cup:
 Number 22 1927 Cotton Ted Burtonshaw
Best Post Vintage Solo – The Conyboro Post Vintage Cup:
 Number 34 1938 HRD Vincent Petri Hitches
Best Tricycle, 3 wheeler or Sidecar – The Sunbeam Point to Point Lightweight Cup:
 Number 38 1925 Douglas Christopher Wright
Furthest Travelled - The Ken Boulter Rose Bowl:
I originally tried to award this to a couple who had entered but, unknown to me at the time, 
hadn’t actually turned up on the day! As a result we reverted to plan B and awarded it to 
A.N. Other. If you were the lucky recipient of this award, please would you let someone on 
the committee know who you are?

First Time Ever? Chris Mawer
In the Dick Little Trial a Twin Shock competitor riding a 'bitza' of a Honda engine in a Suzuki 
frame came to a resounding STOP in a section, we waited for the inevitable re-mount and a 
vigorous 'kick start' to leave - but no - he pressed a BUTTON - the engine burst into life and 
he departed in a cloud of dust!

The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Website: www.verralls.com

We  always have on display a range of machines at our 
showrooms below:

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC

and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

WANTED
We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle 
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny 

farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

Telephone: 01444 400 678 Fax: 01444 401 111
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New Conyboro Prize Winners Photographs by the Editor Shropshire Mid Week Event 9th-13th May 2011 Ian Monk 
I know it’s a long way away, but I thought I would let everyone know that I have the great job 
of organizing the event for 2011. Where do we start? The location is as previous years, The 
Longmynd Hotel, Church Stretton Shropshire, SY6 6AG (01694 722244), there will be three 
days of riding, in the SUNSHINE, miles approximately 75 per day, leaving at 9.30am and 
returning around 4--4.30pm. There will be three NEW ROUTES, these have been checked 
out in June 2010 and will be done again in April 2011. For those of you who have not done 
this event before I must say it’s great countryside riding and one not to be missed, oh by the 
way we do stop for morning coffee, lunch and afternoon tea I know it’s hard but someone has 
to do it.
 Now comes the hard bit, PRICE, not as bad as you think, after a great discount given by the 
Director of the Hotel it works out at £65 per person per night, for Dinner, Bed and Breakfast 
(this price may alter slightly due to the recent budget), so start saving now. As with all events 
there will be a small entry fee, I have not calculated this yet, but should be between £10---
£14 for the whole event. Just to remind everyone this event is for pre 1940 machines and 
Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club members only as there are limited places for the event, first come 
first served, if you wish to reserve your place please give me a call on 01480 469612 or e-mail 
ian.monk27@virgin.net, entry forms will be available later in the year.

Retirement of the Royal Ruby on the New Conyboro Run Dennis Brown 
Having arrived at the meeting and handed a clean 
trophy back from the previous year, I was so confi-
dent of having the usual enjoyable ride on this run. 
Things did not turn out that way.
 In the nine years and nine months that I have 
owned this machine it has never failed to finish 
a run. It was a very close thing one year whilst 
taking part in a Graham Walker Memorial run. My 
leak proof petrol cap did not work as intended and 
I cycled about four miles off and on until I realised 
the problem. That was the first and last time that 

I was hounded by the back markers. I have ridden it over 3000 miles. Everything has been 
overhauled bar the engine (except that the valves have been ground in) and the Sturmey-
Archer rear hub. 
 When I purchased the machine it looked fine, but underneath the finish left a lot to be recti-
fied. Every winter I was determined to overhaul the complete engine but it never happened.
 In recent years I have had to wear hearing aids. 
These I cannot wear under the crash helmet, for 
this reason it is near impossible to pick up the death 
rattles.
 On the run, after turning right onto the road I 
accelerated in first gear, operated the exhaust lift to 
change into second and this was the end of what 
should have been an enjoyable ride. The engine 
had seized solid. I had travelled 100 yards. For a 
starter this must nearly be the record.
 On dismantling the engine I found a screwed 

The Dowel in the Crankcase

The Scuff Plate
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dowel which should locate a scuff plate (my name 
for it). The job of the plate is to stop the cam follow-
ers from wearing away the aluminium crankcase 
and also locate the inner camshaft bush by stopping 
it revolving in the housing. A small pin is used to 
achieve this. If the bush could turn then rapid wear 
would take place and it would have an effect on 
the oil supply. The crankshaft was also put out of 
alignment by this sudden lock-up. Do you think the 
machine is still under guarantee? The screw was not 
staked in position.

 All is now cleaned up. The crank is running true to within 0.001”. I now understand the 
lubrication system; about half an hour was spent trying to understand the system. The use 
of a length of car windscreen washer tubing and a deep bowl full of water, add to this a lot 
of sucking and blowing. This gave up the 
answer to how the system operates. From 
now on I know that it would be good to find the 
occasional drip of oil coming from the pulley 
side crank main bearing bush, just to prove 
that it is getting lubrication. In future I expect 
club members will be aware of a slight smoking 
of the machine as I will be giving the engine its 
correct diet of lubrication. 
 Another plus point is that I now know the 
correct size of the engine at last: 506cc. So I 
look forward to the Graham Walker Memorial 
Run in August.

The Finished Job

The Royal Ruby

18th New Conyboro Run John Hodson
Last year the New Conyboro Run took place on one of the hottest days so far that year. This 
year the warm day with a gentle breeze made the weather conditions ideal for riding old motor 
bikes.
 There were forty entrants made up of seven veteran, twenty five vintage, four post vintage 
and four three wheelers and ranging in age from 1911 to 1939. As far as I could see there 
were no cars this year.
 The routes were well organised with clear road signs and written instructions, the directions 
must have been good because I only got lost twice, my own fault for not reading the instruc-
tions properly.
 Unfortunately not all riders managed to get round the course completely under their own 
steam. Breakdowns included a seized engine and running out of petrol.   
 Everybody seemed to enjoy themselves and, one way or another, managed to get back to 
the Six Bells for lunch.
 This was Steve Marks’ first New Conyboro Run as Secretary of the Meeting and Steve and 
his team made a very good job of the event. Thanks to all for the hard work put into admin-
istration, organising the routes, signing on of entrants, preparing and serving tea, coffee, 
biscuits and cake, delivering and erecting the gazebo, recovering broken down motorcycles 
and anything else I might have forgotten.       Thanks also to everyone at the Six Bells for their 
hospitality.

Hampshire 100 July 1960 John Russell
By a remarkable coincidence, on the 3rd July, I was thumbing through some old Sunbeam 
-related papers and came across a copy of the August 1960 edition of the Club News and 
there was a report by Ralph Venables on the "Hampshire 100" which had been held on 3rd 
July 1960... he mentions the tribulations of the chap riding a scooter through all that mud! and 
of Chris Mawer in charge of  time-keeping! I was there but merely as an observer. If you get 
to read the whole 'Trials Report' you will get some idea of just how much effort and time it took 
to get such a long distance, one day event organised. But Ralph was very good at 'roping in 
the local lads' to help.

Sunbeam Members re-enact the 1935 Sidcup Sixty Trial David Blanchard
My friend and fellow Sunbeam member George Smith had acquired an original programme 
plus the rider’s instruction ‘road book’ for the ‘1935 Sidcup Sixty Trial’.  It was this programme 
that inspired George to re-enact this famous annual trial which is still being run in this the 21st 
century by the Sidcup & District Motorcycle Club.  Long may it continue!
 The 1935 event was held on Sunday 27th October way back in the days when motorcycling 
apparel would have been a flat cap, plus fours and a tweed jacket.  The organisers had to 
cope with a massive 152 riders on two and three wheels.  Twenty one observed sections had 
been laid out around the Kentish lanes with a special test at the end of the day to decide any 
ties. The start was at the famous Brands Hatch with the first seven sections arranged within 
the Brands Hatch Estates.  This event had many steep and rutted climbs along the route but 
due to dry weather it made the going a bit on the ‘easy’ side, as  was duly reported in the 1935 
October 31st edition of the ‘Motor Cycle’ magazine.
 To keep the current public and ramblers contented only three ‘Sunbeam’ and one ‘VMCC’ 
member would take part in this re-enactment.  Riding the original route on period machinery 
was essential!  This part was easy as we are all modern day Pre-65 ‘Girder Fork’ trials bike 
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riders.  Our leader and planner George Smith 
would be on his 1937 Royal Enfield 350 Bullet.  
The Velocette expert amongst us was Bob Onley 
riding a 1946 350 MAC.  Roger Beale an ex-Staff-
Man of The Motorcycle and Motorcycling from the 
golden age of British engineering would ride his 
1945 350 Ariel single.  The fourth rider was yours 
truly Dave Blanchard piloting a 1938 Ariel 500 Red 
Hunter special.
 After George had completed his intensive 

planning I contacted Brands Hatch for permission to enter the circuit and requested access 
to the area at the back of the hairpin for our photo shoot at the start of the run.  Many thanks 
are due to ‘Jason Kluger’ of ‘MotorSport Vision’ and his valiant team for granting our unusual 
request.
 Our crazy mission was due to kick off on Sunday 28th February 2010 barring a snow storm 
or torrential rain and flooding!  There was no snow storm when Sunday dawned although 
temperatures were only just above freezing.  But! The torrential rain and flooding that was 
abundant on the day was some of the worst ever seen in Kent! All the weather reports leading 
up to our Sunday jaunt advised people to stay at home!  So did we cancel?   Certainly not! No 
weather forecast was going to ruin our fun! What are old ‘Girder Fork’ bikes for if not for tough 
conditions?  The bikes had willing and enthusiastic riders to guide them through the worst of 
nature’s hazards, so it was full steam ahead for a soggy, cold and very muddy ride in near 
freezing temperatures.  
 We all assembled at Bob Onley’s bungalow in West Kingsdown at the back of the Brands 
circuit for the start of our adventure and were under way at 10:00am.  Soon we arrived at the 
security gate at the Brands Hatch main entrance.  The guard instructed us with a pleasant 
smile and added that we must all be ‘stark raving 
mad’ to ride on a day such as this!  We unanimously 
agreed we were, but believe this is an ‘essential 
asset’ when you are mad keen motorcycle enthusi-
asts?
 We negotiated the puddles around the perimeter 
road and lined up at the hairpin for our photo shoot.  
Just two pictures were taken when we realised that a 
waterproof camera would be necessary!  During the 
day the camera lens steamed up so badly that poor quality images became the result, a pity 
really because ‘next time’ if we are armed with a waterproof camera the sun is bound to shine 
and spoil everything!
 Whilst we posed for the camera there were some modern superbike riders out on the circuit 
during what was a test day for them.  How mad can you get!  Fancy riding a bike in those 
conditions?  Still it’s good to know that others are also passionate enthusiasts and as mentally 
as unbalanced as us.  There is a lot of it about you know!
 On leaving Brands circuit it was obvious that our goggles, which were ‘clearly steamed up’ 
by now, would have to hang around our necks for the rest of the day, if, we were to see which 
way the tracks and lanes went.  In the 1935 event it was reported that an enormous crowd 
had gathered to see the riders off.  We saw not a soul! Not even a seagull or water rat was 
present.  But no matter, for we had each other’s company and felt at home in the presence of 
‘like-minded foolhardy souls’!   
 We rode a short distance to the Portobello Inn (a stone’s throw from the famous ‘Johnsons 

Cafe’) then turned right into School Lane heading 
for what would have been the 8th section of the 
day named ‘Cotmans Ash’, a loose rocky hill of 
medium gradient and 200 yards in length, said the 
1935 instruction book. This was near the village of 
Woodlands with a local pub called the ‘Rising Sun’!  
This unfortunately was to be the only ‘sun’ we 
would see for the rest of the day!  We continued on 
narrow lanes going down lower into the valleys and 
encountered extreme flooding.  Water cascaded 
off the farmland and torrents were flowing with 
force at 90 degrees to our progress.  Some garden 

walls had been felled by the power of the currents and clay bricks were scattered across our 
path. Large tree branches floated merrily down the streams which had formed, but nothing 
was going to stop our endeavours to ride the 1935 Sidcup Sixty route!
 So far this had been mainly submerged, rough and pot holed tarmac lanes.  The ‘real test’ 
of ‘steep rutted slippery climbs’ were yet to contest our ‘finely honed’ trials riding skill.  Next 
two sections were 9 & 10 known in the programme as ‘Hixey way’ and ‘Hognore’, we briefly 
‘moored up’ between these sections for a wet photo shoot outside The Bull Hotel at Wrotham. 
Navigating on from these we needed to fork to starboard for section 11.  Hews Top was 
described as a long hill of moderate gradient with a slippery surface of leaf mould and plenty 
of mud! It also stated that it was unsuitable for spectator’s vehicles!  So we did not see any 
spectators, ramblers or conservationists there, not even a ‘lost, wandering and bedraggled 
soul’ was present, to shout, cheer and encourage us up the gradient!  Never mind, we were 
still as happy as the proverbial pig in his heavenly manure and would be so to the bitter end. 
 Now heading northwards for sections 12, 13 and 14 it was clear that these were sister 
sections.  No I don’t mean they were girly or anything but 
were called Buckland Lane, Buckland Hairpin (that’s a bit girly 
sounding) and Buckland Bank.  No money here but described 
as very steep (an understatement in my view) with a deep ‘V’ 
gulley of slippery chalk with a few rocks! The 1935 instruction 
book boldly stated, ‘tow rope required for sidecars if ground 
is wet’!  This section has evolved over many years into a real 
challenge, even for our modern trials tyres.  You cannot see the 
top of the hill because it meanders through the trees going ever 
skywards.  It is about 6 or 7 feet deep with sharp ’V’ sides with 
a little narrow gulley for grip just twice the width of our tyres.  
In the bottom of the gulley is a selection of flints and these are 
complemented by tree roots at 90 degrees to form natural steps 
to be negotiated from bottom to top.  Have I told you we were 
having torrential rain and floods on the day yet?  The water 
coming down this hillside had to be seen to be believed! The haunting voice of ‘baritone singer 
Paul Robeson’ came flooding into my memory from the time when he had a big hit with his 
single called, ‘Old Man River’.
 White water rapids now seem minimal in comparison.  But George Smith ‘Sunbeam-ed’ up 
the gulley first, just plonking away in low gear. The wily old fox called on all his trials knowledge 
to keep up momentum. We all managed the hill surprisingly well and are proud to have done 
so. At the top we were confronted with a steep drop (what goes up must come down) into deep 
rutted clay as slippery as ice.  No problem here, you will always make it to the bottom one way 
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or another.
 Other hilly tracks were attacked with steady progress whilst trying to keep the rear driving 
wheel in the water stream that was gushing downhill.  “Why ride there?” you may ask, “isn’t 
water very slippery?”  No, not always, because gushing water washes little stones etc. from 
the ground and they deposit beneath the surface and lock together just like a jigsaw puzzle!  
It’s ‘sedimentary’ my dear Watson!  “So that is where the grip is then”?  Well sometimes it is, 
but luck has to play its part...apparently.   

 About two thirds around the course George called a halt 
to check the map at a muddy track tee junction.  This was an 
opportunity to grab a quick coffee assuming you could muster 
enough dexterity from your extremities to remove the lid from 
the flask!  It wasn’t easy believe me, I was there!  We at first 
thought George was giving a rendition of that well known 
classical song titled, ‘Summer Time’, but it turned out to be 
groans of pain as his finger tips went into frostbite mode.  Not 
a pretty site! That’s Georges singing not his fingers!  Bob 
Onley points in the direction he thinks we should go.  Roger 
a man of the written word has that forlorn look of, ‘what the 
hell are we doing here?’ Sensible thinking from a wise man in 
extreme circumstances.  But George, King of the Map-Smiths 
(when recovered) has us back on course in the waggle of a 
frostbitten digit.  Me, I am loving every minute of the challenge 
so far and want to do a second lap.  Enthusiasm knows no 
bounds you know and nor does hypothermia.  
 I will skip big descriptions of the next few sections as my 
short term memory is not what it used to be.  Hatch Hill Wood 

number 15, Crescent 16 followed by Switchback 17.  The 1935 programme states that a large 
crowd of spectators would not be welcome at section 17.  Possibly environmental issues or 
maybe the sight of ‘mud spattered crazy riders’ could be too much for people of a delicate 
disposition?  I think it’s the latter.  The gulley at the Vigo and Harvel area (No.18) was billed as 
of the ‘utmost severity’!  Plenty of parking for spectators here, so the falling riders would have 
given entertainment aplenty to the enthusiastic followers of motorcycle trials from the thirties.  
 Following the course we pass The Avenue, 19, then Wishes Lane, 20 (what would you wish 
for, sunshine maybe?).  The very last section of the day is Parrish Road so we give thanks 
and say our prayers to St. Christopher.  We arrived at the back of Brands Hatch after three 
and a half hours of riding at the point where the special test would have been. But all gates 
are barred as expected so this is our finish point. We do not re-enact the special test but give 
ourselves a brief pat on the back and then ride the last two miles home.  My bike has been 
faultless all day but whilst twisting and patting myself on the back I must have pushed the 
petrol tap off with my left knee. Within a few minutes the engine dies!  Thinking I might be out 
of petrol I instinctively went for the push pull tap.  I must have pulled it back on but my frozen 
fingers could not detect it. The old Ariel’s engine immediately burst back into life with a splutter 
and a loud bark and everything was at ‘peace’ once more. 
 If you are a Sunbeam member with an old bike, I recommend you do something similar 
because it is such a rewarding challenge to re-enact any event from the past.  Make sure 
the weather is inclement to add to your challenge and your life will be much richer with many 
pleasant memories that you can never forget, no matter how hard you try!  Go on get planning 
now and have a go next winter.

Pinhard Trophy 2009 Presentation to Bradley Smith  Tony Lloyd
Bradley Smith was announced as winner of the Pinhard Trophy for 2009 last December. 
Normally the prize would have been presented at the ACU Dinner in January but due to 
commitments training for his racing team Bradley was unable to attend.
 In the event, the presentation was put back to the British MotoGP at Silverstone in June. 

This proved to be fortuitous in that Scott 
Redding, last year’s winner, was also 
competing in the GP. As the previous 
winner Scott was asked to pass the 
Trophy on to Bradley and he readily 
agreed to find time despite his busy 
practice schedule. We’re grateful to 
Scott’s agent, Roger Keys, for fitting 
Scott’s attendance into his timetable.
 The ceremony was held in the GP 
Press Room on the Friday 18th June. 
There was a good turnout of the motor-
cycling press including Steve Parrish 
from the BBC. Nick Harris who is 

Bradley’s agent and does the interviewing at the GP made the introductions and said some 
very nice things about Sunbeam MCC and the history of the Trophy.
 Scott duly presented the Trophy and Brad said how proud he was to have his name 
engraved alongside such an illustrious list of previous winners. He also said he would be 
pleased to present the Trophy next year. He’s bound to be under the same time constraints 
as this year but hopefully something can be arranged.
 Pictures were taken on the GP rostrum and against a Sunbeam banner hung at the side. 
The Trophy looked resplendent hung with ribbons in Sunbeam’s colours of Black and Gold. 
My son and his pal did the dogsbody work in the background dressed in Sunbeam shirts and 
caps.  We are grateful that the promoters, DORNA, permitted the Sunbeam banner to be 
displayed. Our thanks go to Dorna’s Gemma Munoz for providing the Press Room facilities.
 After the event I suggested to Bradley’s father, Allan, that as it would have to be returned 
in a couple of months I could take the Trophy back with me and save him trouble. “No way. 
Winning this Trophy is one of our family’s proudest moments. It’s going to take pride of place 
on our mantelpiece.” On the Monday he sent me a lovely email saying that Bradley had had 
his best weekend of the season and being presented with the Pinhard Trophy started it off. 
 The event went off most successfully with Sunbeam’s name well to the fore.

The AJS Centenary Celebrations  Baz Staple
Jenny & I popped along to this event at Woolwich Arsenal close to the site of the old now 
demolished Associated Motor Cycle factory with our 1913 AJS.  There were demonstration 
runs along a 400 yard straight with a number of 7R’s, G45’s, Manx Norton, plus a porcupine, 
all beautiful nostalgic sounds. Alas our 1913 AJS couldn’t quite keep up with these race bred 
beauties. The AJS/Matchless Owners Club tried to get a pre war bike for every year of produc-
tion but Sunbeam Club came up trumps by bringing the two oldest there, ours plus John 
Pryme’s 700cc V twin, also 1913, but no other veterans. It was good to see a good number 
of Sunbeam members there.

Photograph by Rob Smith

Tony Lloyd with Bradley Smith and Scott Redding

George Smith
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This Summer’s Trials  Chris Mawer
The month of June has been busy for Trials with both the Greybeards and Dick Little being 
held on the 6th and 20th respectively.  The Greybeards had been moved from its customary 
September date due to the Landowners demands for Pheasant shooting from August.  The 
setting at the Hamilton Arms in Stedham was perfect and Mike Holloway laid on an excellent 
Course of 12 Sections - our biggest disappointment being the small entry of only 46 Riders.  
The previous days Bluebeards Trial - which is 'off road' had almost 120 - it would seem that 
the future of our Trial which is 'on road' will have to be reviewed.
 The Dick Little trial was well supported with over 70 entries for our expensive piece of WD 
land at Bagshot Heath - Paul Casling worked hard to arrange a testing three lap Course and 
the Trial was notable for a tie between the two Best Sidecars with No Marks Lost!
 All our Trials are very dependent on Club members turning up to observe and mention must 
be made of the following:-
David Footman, David Jordan, Roy Waterworth, Tony Sargent, John Sapsard, John Russell, 
Tony Lloyd, Harry Rayner, Victor Hurst, Mark Mills, Graham Kent, Peter Smith, Brian 
Humphries, Neville Lewis and friends of Paul Casling who are not members.

Fun in the Sun or the 27th Welsh Week 13th - 20th June Geoff Morris
‘A well-kept 16H is at all times a 60 mph bus, and can nearly always show a clean pair of 
heels on the road to anything of  its own size’ thus ‘The Motorcycle’ reported in their issue of 
January 13th 1927.
 Well I can definitely corroborate that they were correct, for that was my mount for this year’s 
simply glorious Welsh Week.  My 1926 Norton 16H had its first outing on those unsurpassed 
Welsh roads this year and it went like a dream – oodles of power and such a flexible engine 
that once into top you left it there, as the torque enabled you to take every acclivity in its stride.
 However, back to the Welsh Week, which, as usual was based at Pantycelyn Hall of 
Residence, Aberystwyth, on the big campus of the University. A pleasant drive there on the 
quiet Sunday saw some rain on the approaches to ‘Aber’ and we stopped at the Red Kite café 
(beautifully situated about 10 miles from the town) for a cuppa.  As we came out to resume 
our drive the heavens cleared and that was the start of a bone dry and sunny ‘dawn till dusk’ 
weather pattern for our ‘week’.
 Thanks to the ever affable and avuncular John Appleton, Welsh Week co-organiser, we 
were welcomed and allocated our double room and a cheery greeting from Colin Bentham the 
other half of the team, set the seal on what promised to be a great week.
 Welsh Week routes hardly change (maybe the odd tweak) for the very good reason that you 
could not improve upon the beautiful venues that we pass through.  There are two whole day 
rides (but always back late afternoon for the much anticipated dinner), three half day rides and 
a completely free day half way through.  We stop for refreshments and a bit of sightseeing as 
dictated by where we are and so the rides are broken up into easy to digest segments.  All 
very pleasant. 
 The Monday ride out to Devil’s Bridge and the Red Kite café is on a spectacularly high 
road with stunning vistas over the Rheidol Valley far below.  The Norton romped up the climb 
and we all enjoyed this deserted road and then the trickle through the tourist venue of Devil’s 
Bridge, past the handsome Hafod Hotel.  At the start of the run led by Paul Watton we were 
pleased to welcome as first timers our esteemed Editor, John Hodson, Steve Whymark and 
Roger King.  Roger was riding his late Father’s 1913 Premier and what a beauty and great 
performer it was.

 Having all enjoyed the first short run (30 odd miles) we set out on Tuesday for a real cracker 
led by John Evans, through Bow Street, Tal-y-bont and Machynlleth and onto probably my 
favourite road anywhere, the quiet A493 hugging the River Dovey and then its estuary.  Only 
on a bike can you see above the hedges to glimpse the tantalising river as it heads out to 
Cardigan Bay.  As this sinewy road dips, rises, slews and bends all the way to Aberdovey 
I feel like Lawrence of Arabia in that evocative passage in ‘The Mint’ where he talks about 
‘purring along gently at 60 m.p.h. drinking in the air’ and then opening out a little more as he 
can then ‘feel the earth moulding herself under me.  It is me piling up this hill, hollowing this 
valley, stretching out this level place. Almost the earth comes alive, heaving and tossing on 
each side like a sea’.  I think only on a motorcycle can you savour this serpentine route and if 
it is hot and sunny what more pleasure on earth is there (that’s on two wheels of course); it is 
that good.  Then our fascinating coffee stop at Tywyn Station in narrow gauge country, before 
heading off for Talyllyn Lake where there is situated one of the most inviting public houses 
in Britain with its own lakeside garden seating area.  We tarry for half an hour drinking it all 
in (the views and victuals) before setting off along the lake to Corris, our lunch stop with its 
craft shops and underground labyrinths.  Then seaside Borth beckons where that thoughtful 
Mr. Appleton dishes out ice cream to all from his coolbox concealed in ‘Jumbo’ his capacious 
‘Bilbo special’ VW transporter. Thank you John and chocolate flavour was just what I wanted! 
Then back to Aberystwyth an easy half hour plonk or struggle depending if you want to go 
back via the headland or the flatter route.
 Wednesday is full of interest as we are free to scour the four corners of this earth (but mid 
Wales mostly) and it is amazing what people do and where they get to on this ‘free day’.  Tales 
are told of adventures and excursions over dinner and in the common room that evening.  
Steve Whymark and Chris and I settled for a narrow gauge chug-chug-chug all the way to 
Devil’s Bridge from Aberystwyth.  Boy, did that train earn its keep over the last incredibly steep 
few miles!  What gradients and views on the way up!  We were back by early afternoon and 
Chris and I sauntered into ‘Aber’, promenaded along the front, inspected the shops and had 
a refreshing cup of tea outside a hotel on the way back.
 Thursday was a special (and emotional) day as Colin and John had organised a special 
‘thank you’ to dear Colin Missen who died earlier this year.  A great Welsh Week supporter 
and quiz master supreme Colin was a wonderful presence, invariably on a ‘Baby’ Triumph.  
The Thursday route, led by Paul Watton lies across eerily deserted valleys with ‘ghost towns’ 
of past industry and for much of the time I tink-tonked along with John Hodson in front on his 
1924 Coventry Eagle, which had got the measure of the gradients and was plugging away 
splendidly.  Then the bleak, spectacularly scenic ‘Roof of the World’ section to Rhyader and 
at last the Triangle Inn for coffee and endless biscuits.  We progressed then towards the Elan 
valley visitor centre for our lunch stop with packed lunches provided by the college. It was 
blistering hot and most Sunbeam members scuttled for shade amongst the trees overlooking 
the river.  Our line up of bikes attracted the usual attention from visitors and many a good 
conversation ensued.
 After re-fuelling ourselves, our long ‘caravan’ of bikes and supporting vehicles (including 
Steve Emery with support trailer) snaked up the forested road to Claerwen Reservoir.  Here 
we halted overlooking the impressive Dam and mountain scenery and this was the place 
chosen to give grateful thanks for the privilege of simply knowing Colin. All went quiet and for 
several minutes we remembered this genuinely, lovely man who always saw the best side of 
everything and everybody.  It was a moving few minutes in an idyllic spot and a really good 
idea.  
 Just after this things began to get interesting for me as my petrol tank (repaired with petro-
patch some 45 years ago by a previous owner) decided to start to leak.  In fact it was Baz 
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Staple who spotted it was the tank itself weeping, and not the tap, as I had at first thought.
 So I set off before the rest of the party as fast as I could in order to reach Devil’s Bridge for 
cream tea (mustn’t miss that – absolutely essential) before the petrol ran out.  However either 
the bike went like a proverbial rocket or the petrol drip-drip-drip wasn’t that fast, but when I 
reached the fun hill climb/hairpin at Pont ar Elan (10 miles from Devil’s Bridge) I calculated 
that I could tarry awhile (whilst the petrol dripped) soaking up the scenery with the others; so I 
did.  It’s great fun standing on top of this peak and watching the others plough up the hill and 
Roger King was clapped all the way up whilst he manfully coaxed his veteran Premier up the 
incline.  A quick look down the filler cap and although petrol was trickling out I thought I could 
last until the cream tea – which it did.  Again all our bikes create much spectator interest at this 
busy little station whilst we all enjoyed our al fresco treat in the seemingly permanent sun.  A 
quick peep in the tank - low, but just enough for 10 miles and then Aberystwyth here we come, 
over that gorgeous high road as on Monday’s route but in reverse.
 Back at the ranch I shamefully liberated a bit of Pantycelyn soap and managed to staunch 
the flow of petrol temporarily.  It’s an old dodge, but it really does work, at least for a while.
 So having topped up the Norton’s tank with ‘essence’ on Friday morning we set off for our 
Mike Highfield led short run over the hills and then the Black Lion at Tal-y-bont for coffee.  
But hardly had I done 5 miles (and was on ‘point duty’), when I saw that the petrol had burst 
through the soap barrier and was really coming out.  So I decided to call it a day and told back 
marker Colin Bentham that I would hot foot back to Pantycelyn and return by car to meet them 
all for coffee.  Tal-y-bont is a cute little village with two pubs on the green – The Black and 
White Lions respectively!  It’s lovely and relaxing sipping coffee with biccies, just watching the 
comings and goings and chatting to fellow Welsh Weekers.
 As I had ‘retired’ the bike and used the car we became the back marker on Saturday convey-
ing John Appleton in the style to which he has become accustomed.  It was a lovely relaxing 
run led by Baz.  I’m always impressed by Stan Emery’s riding in spite of his near four score 
years and aided by two sticks.  He does motor along well in that 1929 BSA Sloper and sidecar 
with Joyce in the ‘chair’ and this ride was no exception.  Long may it continue Stan!  
 On this trip we halt awhile at a Nature reserve that is tailor made for us – couldn’t have 
designed it better myself!  With up-to-date toilets and seating it is perfect.  Through quiet 
hamlets we whistle along and end up for coffee at the Cross Inn near Aberaeron where two 
well groomed alert sheepdogs welcome us. Then it’s the coast road back to our base with the 
rest of the day free to explore Aberystwyth, work on the bikes, chat or simply relax.
 After dinner we have a ‘wind–up’ meeting to discuss the week’s events.  All agreed that the 
week weather-wise was if anything better than last year and possibly the best ever.
 Ian Young, popular ex-editor of the VMCC journal for years and commentator extraordinaire 
had joined the crowd of Welsh Weekers after a break of a few years.  His BSA Sloper he 
thought suffered a momentary seizure during one of the early runs, but whatever the blip was 
it seemed to complete every run well.
 On Friday afternoon I popped down to Europe’s biggest stockist of motorcycle tyres, which 
just happens to be a few hundred yards from the Hall.  Cambrian tyres have a colossal stock 
and as they do car tyres as well I treated my old Golf to a new pair up front.  Many of us know 
Cambrian well as a regular number of Sunbeam Club members have bought tyres (and tubes) 
there over the last 27 years.  Also a lot of us knew the proprietor Cledwyn Evans, with his 
vintage and classic motorcycle collection upstairs, which he was always happy to show us.  
Retired in recent years, Cledwyn’s firm is continuing via his sons and granddaughter.  And very 
good the firm are to deal with too. 
 It seems that Pantycelyn Hall can be ‘ours’ to use for Welsh week for a year or two yet (it 
was to be extensively re-modelled) and so next year is ‘on’ but maybe a week or so later.  It 

has a mellow vintage feel, but the ‘price is right’, the beds are clean and we are fed three 
good meals a day.  It has a cosy atmosphere especially with the continuity of the older stagers 
who have been year after year.  If you haven’t been before think about it and if the weather is 
anything like this year it is idyllic, but conversely we have all enjoyed a good soaking once or 
twice – but luckily there are plenty of baths to languish in afterwards.
 Paul Watton bought an incredibly original 1916 Harley Davidson to test and tune (mainly 
the Schebler carburettor) and it sounded lovely as Paul chuntered up and down Pantycelyn’s 
drive.  It had practically all of its by now 94 year old paintwork – timeworn its true, but what a 
survivor. One of our regular experts, Brian Southam was on hand to assist in the ‘adjustments’ 
– a euphemism for bits everywhere!  But the state of tune seemed to improve with each fiddle!
 Our local Sunbeam member John Evans, who lives not far away, joined in the rides on his 
1925 Sunbeam Long Stroke and his local knowledge of the geography and Welsh ways is 
always worth listening to.
 The backup trailer was virtually redundant this year but it’s such a reassurance to riders that 
they can be retrieved from the back of beyond if misfortune strikes. So a great big thanks to 
the ever smiling Steve Emery who hauled the trailer round after the back marker, but at least 
the scenery was splendid on the way round.  And talking of scenery I have never seen such 
stunningly clear conditions – no haze, no clouds; just crystal sharp vistas for miles.
 On behalf of all participants can I say thanks to John and Colin, honourable organisers for 
a seamless, sunny week?  Also to Steve Emery for his trailer duties and to all the ‘leaders’ on 
the runs, it all worked wonderfully.

A Free AJS Exhibition
“Made in Plumstead, Raced to Victory" AJS Motorcycle Exhibition. An exhibition to celebrate 
the 100th anniversary of the production of the first full "AJS" motorcycle. On now until the 
18th September 2010 from 9am to 5pm, Tuesday to Saturday, at the Greenwich Heritage 
Centre, Artillery Square, Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, SE18.

More Welsh Week Photographs Photographs by the Editor

Spike and Josephine find space 
for an extra snack!

Roger King’s 1914 Premier

Coffee Stop at the Triangle Inn

Remembering Colin Missen 
at Claerwen Reservoir

Ascending the Steep Hill 
at Pont ar Elan

Coffee Stop at Talyllyn Lake
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Dick Little Trial 2010 Dave Blanchard
On Sunday 20th June the ‘Sunbeam 
Motorcycle Club’ ran their very popular British 
Bike and Twinshock event at the Bagshot 
Heath ‘South’ venue.  This also incorporated 
a round of the South Eastern Centre Pre 67 
sidecar championship
 Over 70 riders had entered on the 
day but inevitably there were a smattering of 
non starters, so maybe the weather was just 
too continental for some?  Glowing sunny 

weather with dry going would be extremely kind to trials riders, but more importantly the conti-
nental conditions are welcomed by observers and officials.   
 Once the hard worked British engines had reached optimum working temperature tall trees 
would provide just enough shade to cool them down again. Hard worked perspiring riders also 
gained some welcome respite here. Incidentally the route planning between the sections was 
really great, with a few more miles ridden than is usual with this type of trial. Sections and 
marking were also very good so well done to the COCs.
 Two trials riders I hadn’t seen for a while were Joan Westbrook and sibling Mike Holloway.  
Both taking well earned time off from officiating and ground maintenance and riding the trial 
on the blue route.  Joan actually beat Brother Mike on the day, so well done that lady.
 The showdown between the charioteers ended with Paul Fishlock (Ariel) and Peter Dale 
(Triumph) both on clean score cards at the end of the trial. No wonder they are contesting the 
Pre 67 Championship rounds!
 Girder fork yellow route rider Mick Brown 
from Colchester was the only other competitor 
to maintain a squeaky clean sheet.  His steed 
for the day was a Triumph Tiger 70 250cc. 
Nice ride Mick.
 The blue route encompassed unit and pre 
unit 4 strokes. A big banger AJS took the 
honours here with Big John Mantle working 
the controls and only losing 13 marks. Thirteen 
is lucky for some it would seem?
 Four stroke rigid rider on the blue route was 
smiling Bernard Rodemark.  He piloted his 
BSA C11 (yes a C11), around the excellent sections for just 19 marks frittered away.  This gave 
him the victory in his class. He deserves it because back in the sixties teenagers wouldn’t be 
seen dead on such grey porridge! You are a hero!
 How pleasing it was to see a humble James winning the pre 65 two-stroke class on the blue 
route. Its master John Dudley from Eltham made sure it finished the day with no more than 7 
marks lost beneath his feet.  Great ride John.
 Twinshock blue route rider Richard Sulley all the way from the West country, must be some 
sort of a Sudoku expert!  Why?  Because he rode a two-stroke Fantic 212 and when you add 
the 212 digits together it makes 5 and that’s exactly what he lost in 39 sections!  Spooky don’t 
you think? 

 Staying with the two-stroke theme but moving on up to 
the highest severity white route we had the well known 
and historic (in more ways than one) Peter Gaunt losing 
25 marks on a 185 BSA.  What no Enfield?  I wonder if he 
ever rode a C11 back in the sixties??
 Four stroke white route man of the moment was Steve 
Mannering on one of them long suffering Tiger cubs. The 
poor old Cub has been used for just about every motor-
cycle sport ever invented!  Even more so across the pond 
because our American cousins were expert at wringing 

every ounce of power from that poor little cylinder. Still, Steve obviously treats his bike like a 
true lady and it rewarded him by only losing 10 marks.
 Final win of the day on the white route went to Ian Peberdy riding a Yamaha Whitehawk 200.  
His bike was obviously suited to the sections and so was Ian because he had a great score 
of only 6 marks lost!
 Many others had good rides on the day although not winning their respective classes. Rob 
Fleet was doing well until a lost but vital swinging arm nut put paid to his day.  At least he got 
to try out his new longer rear suspension units before retiring.
 Dennis Fleet was enjoying himself on a Seeley Honda. This reminds me of an ‘Evening With 
Colin Seeley’ that I went to some time back. One of the questions put to him was. “How do 
you get the swinging arm out of a Seeley Trials bike”? After the uproar died down Colin said “ 
With great difficulty, next question”!  Perhaps Dennis knows?
 It had been a great Trial with a classic style programme and professional organisation 
throughout.  Well done Sunbeam Club!

PERSONAL 
The Trials section members, GSOH, 
outgoing personality, would really like 
to meet the V&V section members  who 
may be able to spare some time and 
assist them in good “clean” fun. 

Not looking for marriage, just casual 
fun and games upto four times per year.

No pressure, no ties. Very casual 
wear and stout shoes/boots essential. 
Thermos or hip flasks and wooly hats 
optional. No sandals.

Call Chris Mawer, 07710 211913          

The Sunbeam Gazebo in Use at the Dick Little Trial

George Smith on his 1937 Royal Enfield girder fork bike

(left to right) Mick Holloway,
Bernard Rodemark, Peter Yates
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Off the Saddle Peter Donaldson
In the last Off the Saddle I mentioned the bombshell that the South East Centre of the ACU 
had lobbed at the Central Head Office of the ACU at Rugby concerning Trials and a new and 
cheaper method of running the Trials side of motorcycle sport. This would include rules and 
methods of running the Sport. It is known that this subject caused considerable concern but 
has as yet not been answered. That sort of approach and delay causes resentment and even 
more extreme action when the suggestion is brought about by frustration as in this case. I also 
mentioned the application by Southend Motorcycle Club to join the South East Centre of the 
ACU instead of the Eastern Centre in which area Southend currently lays. This was a further 
frustration move as the Eastern Centre runs a closed shop of allowing their Clubs to apply for 
permits to run events. Far tighter than the Rugby ACU Office recommends. This has currently, 
according to the Southend Club,” run into a stall position”, so is another watch this space.
 Whilst on ACU organizational matters, the most senior person in years of hands on experi-
ence both in running events and being a South Eastern ACU Management Board member, 
plus over the years held many central ACU positions, has resigned from the ACU totally. He is 
Hilton Woodrow, for many years just after the War, a forefront Grass Track sidecar rider. His 
letter of resignation appears in the July Sporting Motorcyclist and his bitterness is directed at 
the Rugby Head Office Staff and their poor management abilities in matters concerning Grass 
Track rules. We lose a man of great experience who is still very much switched on.
 When the ideas of colour prints in the Club News were discussed I have to admit to being 
somewhat on the fence. But have to admit that the results have far exceeded my expectations. 
And none of that has anything to do with having three colour pictures of me on the last News 
back page!
 Since writing my last bit for the News I have been away for a greater proportion of the time. 
But have managed to be present for the running of our two Trials events in June.
 The first was the Greybeards Trial back at its traditional haunt at Stedham starting at the 
very welcoming Hamilton Arms. I observed on the next section to V & V man Tony Lloyd. 
The Trial had all its usual great spirit with riders between 40 and 80 years of age. The winner 
was 74 years old on a modern Japanese Beta and the oldest competitor to finish was on a 
British BSA Bantam at 77 years old. The competitors came from all over, Yeovil out West, 
Cheltenham, York, Hull, Brightlingsea on the Essex Coast, not to mention the bloke who pops 
across to ride each year from Canada! A very successful event.
 The next was the Dick Little British Bike Trial at Bagshot Heath south, the armies cross 
country driving training ground. Weather was fantastic and the day a great success. I took 
down the Club’s marquee and six of us put the framework up. The alloy supports felt slippy 
and gave a funny sensation as we raised it. I mentioned this to the bloke next to me who said 
“Look Up”. About 30 feet above us was a real heavy weight electric cable strung on a massive 
pylon. We then realized that we were in the electric field of this cable and quickly moved the 
marquee structure 30 yards away before putting the canvas on. I had heard of electric fields 
from such structures and should one live near an electric substation and so forth. But had not 
realized the full meaning of this until then and am now fully of the opinion that no way would I 
want to live near overhead electric cables, sub stations or wind farms. Paul Casling did a great 
job of Clerk of the Course at this Trial.
 Then I rode in the Star Group Trial for June run by the Talmag Club at Frensham Ponds. This 
was an area long used in the Centre but for whatever reason over the years I had never ridden 
there. A great bit of land. The Trial was good but the route laid out for Sportsmen like me was 
far too sporting. Hadn’t ridden the Gas Gas for months and though completed the event was 

not a happy bunny with course, bike or me. Paul won his class putting the Sunbeam Club on 
the map.
 Gas Gas has been in hospital since and picked it up this morning and will be riding the July 
Star Group Event tomorrow, at Plaistow in Surrey. From our Club Neil Sinclair is riding his 
Bultaco in the over 40s Class, Joan Westbrook in the over 50’s class, Paul Casling in the pre 
67 two-stroke class on his Greeves and me in the Sportsman Class. Joan after decades on 
her 250cc BSA will be out on a Japanese mono shock machine, it will be interesting to see 
how she likes it.

Rye (Hamstreet) Bikejumble: 
 10am Sunday 19th September

South of England ‘RealClassic’ Show
Sunday 24th October

South of England Showground, Ardingly,
West Sussex RH17 6TL

ELK Promotions, PO Box 85, New Romney, Kent TN28 9BE
 01797 344277   www.elk-promotions.co.uk

New Members Peter Donaldson
The following people have recently joined our Club.
Please give them a warm Sunbeam welcome.

Steve Armstrong (Berkshire)
Fred Dumbleton (Northamptonshire)
Andrew Fereday (West Midlands)
Douglas Johnson (Surrey)

Graham Johnson (Yorkshire)
Graham Jutting (Surrey)
Samuel Lee (Berkshire)

28th Welsh Week, 25th June to 2nd July 2011 John Appleton
Appeal for Back Marker and Breakdown Trailer Driver
The date for Welsh Week 2011 has now been settled with the University of Aberystwyth. 
However we need a person to act as Back Marker and another person to act as Breakdown 
Trailer Driver, throughout the week. A fuel allowance is paid for both of these jobs.
 The task of Back Marker involves more than just waving on the rider on point duty at a road 
junction, it is necessary to ensure that everyone is always forward of the Back Marker. This 
means keeping a good lookout in on-route filling stations, at off road parking where a rider 
might have stopped for rest or repair or for any other reason. It is important that the Back 
Marker has a motorcycle suitable for the job in terms of speed and reliability. It is not essential 
that the bike meets the pre1940 requirement of the rest of the bikes on the run.
 The Breakdown Trailer Driver is required to follow behind the Back Marker in order to give 
road side assistance such as providing petrol and to pick up any broken down motorcycles 
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and returning them to base at the end of the run.
 Please, if you can help with either of these activities your support will be most gratefully 
received. To volunteer for the Back Marker or Breakdown Trailer Driver tasks, or to obtain 
further information, contact Colin Bentham on 01761 241516 or me (John Appleton) on 01296-
623048.

WANTED Veteran or Vintage front hub or complete wheel with 36 holes.
I have two lightweight hubs for swop.
D Solomon 01209713169 or 07855682944.
WANTED Any 1951 TT Memorabilia - in particular badges, photos, literature etc
Brian Clark 07718 485666.
WANTED Scott 2 speeder frame, basket case, or abandoned project.
Laurie Erwood 01582 842337.
WANTED 82mm veteran Minerva cast iron piston also any cams or engine parts at all.
I would be very grateful for any assistance whatsoever.
David Dickerson 01737 355171 or e-mail daviddickerson@sky.com
WANTED Veteran having a clip on engine.  Tony Churchill 01903 203395.
WANTED Urgently.1914 Douglas 2¾ hp two speed gearbox complete.
Or any parts to help me rebuild mine that self destructed last weekend.
Richard Mummery 01227 751751
FOR SALE Yamaha XT225 "Serow" (mountain goat) off-road/trail bike - registered 1995. 
Good condition - everything present and in good working order. £895. 
John Walker 01270-664550.
WANTED Brammer link belt measuring 1.20 inches at widest point.
Also require two No. 25 Rotherham oilers for ROC hubgear.
Dave Pittuck 01403 700658 (West Sussex).
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Book Review John Hodson
The Shimmering Dream by Max Reisch
First published in German in the late 1940’s, and recently translated by Alison Falls, this 
account of the first overland journey to India by motorcycle is well written, easy to read and 
very entertaining. The 8000 mile journey from Vienna to India by twenty year olds Max Reisch 
and pillion passenger Herbert Tichy took place in 1933/34 and their transport was a 250cc two 
stroke Puch. The overloaded motorcycle took them through Hungary, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, 
Turkey, Syria, Persia (now Iran) and Baluchistan into India. They had to cross very difficult 
terrain including deserts, mountains, shifting sands and suffer the hardships of excessive 
bureaucracy, heat exhaustion, malnutrition, sand-fly attack, dehydration, infection and possi-
ble attack by hostile locals.
 They rode through remarkable scenery, experienced many different cultures and were 
offered hospitality by the poorest of people and rich princes.   
 Apart from the occasional de-coke the Puch survived the journey remarkably well, seals on 
the engine and gearbox remaining intact at the end of the journey. However, frame and forks 
were the worse for wear and the misshapen wheels required numerous replacement spokes.
 Max Reisch served in the Afrika Korps in World War 2 and after graduating he became a 
successful explorer and travel writer. The Puch motorcycle survives at the heart of the Reisch-
Orient-Archiv, now in Bozen in the South Tyrol in Italy.
 Adventure motorcycling at its best, thoroughly recommended. 
Published by Panther Publishing Ltd, 10 Lime Avenue, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP11 1DP. 
Price £12.95 including UK p&p directly from the publishers or online book sellers.

ISBN: 978-0-9556595-9-1. 

Welsh Week 2010 John Hodson
Welsh week this year was my first time at the event and I found that it was a brilliant week, 
good company, good rides, good food, good weather and good countryside (see Geoff’s report 
elsewhere). I recommend that if you have not been to Aberystwyth with the Sunbeam club you 
put a note in your diary to go next year. If you have been before why not go again?

Petrol Down Again Ian Young
In 1927 the big petrol combines reduced the price of petrol to 1s. 2½d. per gallon in London 
and outer London! In the period 1917 -1920 the cost of a gallon of petrol ranged between 3s. 
0½d. and 3s. 8½d. which was approximately equal to 1½ hours work at average wages then. 
This makes petrol relatively cheaper today!
[Editor’s note: The minimum wage (for those of 22 years plus) is currently £5.80 per hour or 
£8.70 for 1½ hours. With petrol currently selling at £1.18 litre or £5.35 per gallon.]

Flat Tank Video Reports Baz Staple
You may care to visit http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Don+Hall
for some interesting flat tank video reports.

EVENTS CALENDAR 2010
8th August 48th Graham Walker Run  Beaulieu, Hampshire Pre 1940
contact - Ian McGill 01293-771446

8th August Gordon Jackson Trial Billingshurst, Sussex Star Group 
contact - Neil Sinclair 07885660939

14-15th August  Testers Run Wolverhampton to Pre 1940
contact - Trevor Davies 01952-691231 Dinas Mawddwy and Return 

5th September 3rd Constable Run Suffolk Pre 1931
contact - Ian Monk 01480 469612

19th September 3rd September Challenge Warks/Northants Pre 1915
contact - Barry Care 01604-646818

5th December Southern Experts Trial Widdicombe Moor,  National
contact - Chris Mawer 07710-211913 Devon 

EVENTS CALENDAR 2011
8th January Chairman’s Lunch  The Cricketer’s Inn, Closed to club
  Pirbright, Surrey.  
  From 12pm

5th March Annual General Meeting Peacock Lodge, Closed to club
Contact - Ian McGill 01293-771446 Eastbourne Road,
  New Chapel,
  Surrey, 2.00pm 

20th March (tbc)   73rd Pioneer Run®   Epsom - Brighton Pre 1915
Contact - Ian McGill 01293-771446

9th-13th May Shropshire Mid-Week Church Stretton  Pre 1940
Contact - Ian Monk 01480-469612

25th June – 2nd July 28th Welsh Week Aberystwyth Closed to club
Contact - Colin Bentham 01761-241516  Pre 1940

FOUND at Garden of England en route
1 chrome vanadium spanner belzer-lilliput 5/16" bsf at each end, open ended with 90 degree 
set at one end.  Contact Baz Staple (details on page 2) 



Welsh Week

Out on the Road Coffee Stop at the Black Lion at Tal-y-bont

AJS and Norton at Tywyn Station

A thorn between many roses?

Photographs by
Christine Morris

Geoff out on the Norton before getting a leek in the tank

Ice Cream Stop at Borth


